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About This Content

This is the Cosplay Album for Fox Hime Zero. Cosplayed by famous cosers in China. Please stay hydrated while you're at it!

This DLC includes:
✿ Mori: Cosplayed by「秋山AkI」

✿ Lord Skyfox: Cosplayed by「Momoko葵葵」

Instructions:
This DLC will be automatically downloaded to the root folder of Fox Hime Zero, all the pictures are in ultra-high resolution.
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Title: Fox Hime Zero Cosplay Album
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
AsicxArt
Publisher:
SakuraGame
Release Date: 23 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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Bought the complete pack during the winter sale and this came with it, costs like a quarter during sales... You get 44 high quality
images that can all be used as wallpapers for your desktop.

In this "DLC", you are granted high quality cosplay photos of the two main girls in the game. There is 24 images of the main
girl, 1-14 are her in her main outfit and 15-24 are suppose to be in the future when your character takes her to the ocean, I'm
guessing. There is 20 photos of the other girl, Ruri, with 1-10 being I don't even know, casual SFW swimwear that had nothing
to do with the game? And 11-20 being her canon outfit. Everything is completely SFW and doesn't have any suggestive images.
It's literally like the type of cosplay photos you'd see posted on deviantart or some weeb convention forum site. I was surprised
that this was just professional cosplay photos and not fanservice, never bought a cosplay DLC before. Was pleasantly surprised
and am glad I was able to support the models and devs.

Would recommend if you want to support the devs or if you're into weeb cosplay, wouldn't recommend if you're a trash goblin
looking for JO material.. Stunning Cosplay photos taken by two Cosplay models for Lord Sky Fox and Mori, beautifully done
with a high resolution camera to offer as gorgeous photos, real value for money here.Again this item sells so cheap for what it
offers, it really is a must have to either complete your bundle or merely support these awesome developers.
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